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1.  FA C T S  

The Austrian school “Peter Mahringer” in Shkodra, Albania
2
, is one of eight schools under the 

jurisdiction of the Austrian Ministry of Education, Science and Research on foreign territory
3
. 

The plans for this school go back almost to the year 2000 under Education Minister Elisabeth 

Gehrer. The school opened its gates in 2007 and was named after the late SC Peter Mahringer who 

was the leading figure in the education ministry behind the support for Albania by the Republic of 

Austria and the establishment of a school with the intention of aiding the Albanian economy. The 

fact that Shkodra, a city of 140.000 inhabitants in the economically underdeveloped north of the 

country has been selected as a site for the Austrian school, is due to traditionally good relations of 

predominantly Catholic northern Albania to Austria that go back to the time before the 

independence of the state of Albania in 1912 
4
. They have only been interrupted during the 

communist era until 1990. Close connections between the University of Shkodra and the University 

of Graz have been established right after the end of communism and an Honorary Consulate has 

been opened in Shkodra which played a major role in the founding of the Austrian school.  

                                                

1
 This paper is based primarily on personal observations of the author from the planning phase of the school 

until today and on interviews with representatives of the Austrian Education Ministry, with teachers and 

graduates from the Austrian school in Shkodra. 

2
 http://www.htl-shkoder.com  

3
 https://www.weltweitunterrichten.at/site/auslandsschulen/standorte 

4
Albanisch-österreichische Beziehungen: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albanisch-

%C3%B6sterreichische_Beziehungen  

Abstract 

In 2007 the Austrian Technical College of Higher Education for Information Technology opened 

its gates in Shkodra, Albania. This school is part of the efforts of the Austrian government to 

support the economic, technological and social development of the West Balkan countries. This 

paper looks into the original intentions for the establishment of this school in the economically 

underdeveloped north of Albania. After ten years of operation a first attempt is made to assess 

how these intentions have been met. Do graduates of the school contribute to the development 

of the Albanian economy or do they contribute to the brain drain when highly qualified 

technicians leave their home country to live elsewhere in Europe? Will this school help Albania in 

its efforts to join the European Union? It is probably still too early to give final answers to these 

questions but it seems worthwhile to look at first trends. 
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The school, while established by the Austrian government and organized within the system of 

public schools in Austria, is run by the Austrian School Foundation in Albania and is, within Albania, 

considered a private school. 

The school, now in its 11th year, accepts young Albanians as of the age of 12. The selection of 

students is made via an entrance exam. Students can enter the school in the 7th year of the 9-year 

Albanian compulsory education. During the first two years, 7th and 8th grade of the Albanian school 

system, they are taught according to the official state curriculum, supplemented by intensive 

training of the German language and computing skills.  

9th grade of the Albanian system is at the same time the first year of the five year curriculum of the 

Austrian Technical College of Higher Education (Höhere Technische Lehranstalt (HTL)) for 

Information Technology.  

Students with sufficient prior knowledge of German can enter the school at the first HTL year if 

they have successfully completed year 8 in the Albanian school system. 

Two thirds of the teachers, for the most part in the technical subjects, are Austrian, selected and 

paid by the Austrian government. One third of the teachers, teaching the subjects required by the 

Albanian curriculum, are Albanian and are paid by the school budget which is mostly funded through 

tuition fees of € 860,-- per year for each student. 

The school is currently attended by approximately 370 students, about 150 of them are in the 

upper 5-yr. programme. Almost 30% of the students are female. In order to permit children from 

low income families to attend the school, a significant number of grants is offered by the Austrian 

School Foundation in Albania. Funds for these grants come partly from the Albanian government 

and from private sponsors in Austria. About one third of the students receive a grant from the 

Albanian government to pay for the tuition fees.  

At the end of the last year after final examinations, graduates obtain a double certificate: 

 Austrian HTL-Matura: 

The Austrian HTL offers a unique reputable technical education and the HTL-Matura is 

accepted all over Europe as evidence of a high qualification in the respective technical area. It 

allows access to universities all over Europe and together with a three year work experience, is 

classified as EQF
5
 level 6, the same level as a Bachelor degree. Moreover, a good proficiency in 

German and English gives the graduates access to the European job market as well as to the 

higher education system across Europe. 

 Albanian Certificate of Higher Education (Maturёs Shqiptare):  

The school complies with the Albanian school system and therefore provides a certificate of 

higher education that would allow graduates to attend a university in Albania. As long as 

Albania is not integrated in the European educational system, it is important that the Austrian 

HTL-Matura is supplemented by the Albanian Maturёs. 

2.  GO A L S  

The original intention for this school at the time of its founding was to support the Albanian 

education system and the economic development of Albania. 

Among all the Austrian schools on foreign territory, the school in Shkodra is the only one with a 

curriculum in technology. Although technology education is generally not very highly valued in the 

                                                

5
 EQF = European Qualification Framework 
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Albanian society, it was the clear intention of the promoters to assist one of the poorest countries in 

Europe in areas needed in its economic development after years of isolation during the communist 

era. 

Following negotiations with the Albanian education ministry, Austria decided to establish a school 

for IT along the curriculum of an Austrian HTL for Information Technology for the following 

reasons: 

 A large number of small start-up companies began their business in the 1990s. These and also 

foreign investors in Albania require an IT infrastructure with small computer networks, internet 

connections and web technologies. In Austria, graduates from IT and Informatics HTLs are 

highly desired experts, so graduates with the same education in Albania would – so the 

expectation of the founders of the school in Shkodra – be highly desired experts in Albania, 

thus helping the Albanian economy to get a good start. 

 Vocational training does not have a high reputation in Albanian society. Therefore, first 

attempts to provide a vocational school leaving certificate after three years have been 

dismissed since it found no acceptance by students and their parents. It is important that this 

school offers a school leaving certificate that allows access to university. 

 A school for information technology requires a relatively small financial investment in 

equipment, far less than for other areas of technology such as electrical or mechanical 

engineering. Computer labs can easily be installed in simple classrooms, companies like Cisco 

and Microsoft have an interest to support education in information and communication 

technologies. With the establishment of a Cisco Academy, the HTL Shkodra has become part of 

the renowned international educational network of Cisco. 

After the fall of communism, the Albanian society has undergone a transition process from a 

totalitarian regime to an open society with all opportunities for an educated and economically active 

elite while leaving behind large sectors of the society in poverty 
6
. Corruption is still quite prevalent 

in this country and is a great obstacle for economic and social development. It affects all sectors of 

society including the public school system where teaching jobs as well as students’ success in 

school still depend on financial contributions by influential parents. 

It has been, therefore, a major goal by the Austrian government to create a “corruption free zone” 

through the establishment of the Austrian school and a showcase for good education in a country 

whose educational system is not yet up to European standards. Attempts to secure a place in the 

school with financial contributions thereby bypassing the entrance exam had to be thwarted right 

from the beginning.  

It is, of course, the affluent elite and the slowly emerging middle class that is most aware of the 

importance of a good education, especially in foreign languages and in technology. At the same 

time these families are able to provide a good learning environment for their children and are also 

able to afford the tuition fees of € 860,-- per year, an amount that is beyond anything the average 

Albanian worker’s family could afford. Often, it is an extended family pooling their resources to 

allow one family member to get a good education. This places a lot of pressure on the young boys 

and girls but also creates a great deal of motivation to be successful. 

Only about half of the students’ families are able to pay the tuition fees themselves. Since the 

Austrian and the Albanian governments do not want to limit school attendance to the affluent elite 

                                                

6
 Romina Gurashi, The Mutation of Albanian Society During the Economic Transition from Communism to 

Liberalism; Rivista Trimestrale di Scienza dell’ Amministrazione, 2/2017; http://www.rtsa.eu  

http://www.rtsa.eu/
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but open the school also to low income families, the system of grants has been established for the 

other half of the students. 

3.  AC H I E V E M E N T S  

The Austrian school in Shkodra, Albania, has now been in operation for 10 years, sufficient time to 

have a first look to see how it has fared, and whether expectations have been met.  

The first graduates left the school in 2013. Meanwhile about 120 students have received a 

certificate equivalent to an Austrian HTL-Matura and an Albanian Maturёs. In order to evaluate 

whether or not the original intentions of establishing an Austrian IT-school in a country like Albania 

have been met, it is worthwhile to have a closer look at what graduates do after finishing school. 

To make valid statements, though, about the success of the school it may well be too early with 

only five finishing classes so far. 

However, the following achievements can be identified: 

 One of the main goals of the students and their families has been to gain a good proficiency of 

the German language since this works as a door opener to Europe, and in particular to the 

large German speaking part of Europe. The desire to leave the country after graduating from 

school is manifest in almost all students. This, actually, seems to be the prime factor of 

motivation to learn German and English and finish the school successfully. It may not come as 

a surprise that at the end of the six or seven years in the Austrian school in Albania, the level 

of proficiency of the German language is not far behind that of some foreign students who 

attend a comparable school in Austria taking into consideration that in Shkodra German is 

spoken only in school during classroom hours.  

 60% of the school graduates attend university in Austria, some in Germany. The percentage 

would be even higher were it not for the limited financial resources of many Albanian families 

to allow their sons or daughters to study abroad. Austrian law allows students from non-EU 

countries to work for up to 20 hours/week to support themselves. With their HTL qualification 

and their good knowledge of German, most of them are able to find legal part time work in 

Austria. However, the initial investment to move to a foreign country is still very high, perhaps 

too high for the other 40%. 

Some of the students have already achieved a Bachelor’s degree, but not necessarily in 

computer science or related subjects. The Matura allows students to study a large variety of 

subjects and Albanian students make well use of that. It is still too early for school graduates 

to have achieved a Master’s degree. 

It is also still too early to see whether or not graduates return to their homeland after 

university education or try to stay and work within the EU. Their voiced intention, however, is 

clearly to stay and work in Austria. Even the prospect of a highly paid job is no motivation to 

return to Albania as long as corruption is so prevalent in Albania. 

 Those with no resources to study abroad attend university in Albania since the qualification 

acquired at the Austrian HTL without an academic degree is not expected to allow them to 

move up in Albanian society. 

Since the Austrian HTL system is unique within Europe, nowhere else do IT experts have such 

a high qualification without at least a Bachelor degree. It will probably take years to change 

that attitude in Albania. 
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 Contrary to the original intention only a small minority of graduates enter the regular job 

market in Albania right after school. 

Despite their high qualification in IT, most of the graduates feel that this is not sufficient to 

earn a good enough income and to make a successful long term career in Albania. For that 

reason, almost all of them aim for an education on an academic level and don’t even look for 

work except for temporary jobs to support themselves during university studies. 

On the other hand, companies which have a great demand for IT experts to run their IT 

infrastructure primarily look for personnel with a university degree since only university 

graduates are seen as capable of meeting their expectations. 

Another factor could be, however, that the north of Albania is still economically weak and only 

few companies operate in that area which would require IT-experts. This may well be quite 

different in the booming capital region of Tirana. The need of qualified personnel has 

prompted the Albanian government to establish a similar school in Tirana with the support 

from Austria but entirely under Albanian jurisdiction. This school, however, is only in its 

beginning phase yet. 

 Although to work right after graduation is for the most part seen only as temporary while 

studying, the following observations can be made on the job market:  

o Some companies from Germany which are active in Albania recognize the high technical 

qualification of graduates from the HTL in Shkodra and actively recruit them for IT-jobs in 

Germany where they can work full time or part time while studying at a university. Due to 

a lack of schools like the HTLs in Germany their technical expertise is quite competitive in 

the German labour market below university level. With their good knowledge of German 

they can integrate easily in a German speaking working environment. 

o Within Albania graduates find jobs primarily in two sectors: 

 Internet Service Providers and related companies: 

For ISPs, information and communication technology is their core business. Many of 

them have been established through foreign investments and they look for the best 

qualified people. They recognize the high qualification of the school graduates in IT 

since they may have employed some of the students already during summer vacations 

in the years before graduation. For these companies, it is easier to integrate 

technicians in a team of experts and to provide additional training for their specific 

products than it would be for companies in other business sectors that only need a few 

technicians to run their IT infrastructure. Many of these companies, however, are in 

the Tirana region and only few of these jobs are available in or near Shkodra. 

 Call centers: 

Modern telecommunications infrastructure all over Europe allows many companies in 

various business sectors to move their call centers to low salary countries provided 

they can offer call center services in the language of their customers. The fact that 

students of the Austrian school have a profoundly good knowledge of the German 

language, has prompted the operators of various call centers to employ these 

graduates in Albania to offer call center services to the German speaking market. With 

salaries of only € 600,-- per month this is very attractive to call center operators but it 

is equally attractive for graduates to work for an above average Albanian salary. 

o Some of the graduates with no resources to go abroad but with business skills in addition 

to their technical qualification start their own IT-company and earn their living as self-
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employed IT consultants. Business administration and economics is part of the school’s 

curriculum and in that respect the school contributes to a new way of entrepreneurship in 

Albania. Besides, by being self-employed they may be less affected by corruption. 

It would be a rather narrow view at the situation to look only at the professional achievements of 

individual graduates. The effect of the Austrian school in Shkodra goes far beyond that and has a 

great impact on Albanian society as a whole.  

Besides its undisputed high professional standard, civic education has always been an intrinsic 

principle of the school curriculum. Cultural and sports events complement the technical education 

and broaden the perspective of students in all aspects of life. A strong sense of community and 

social values prepares students for a life in an open society with European values. Many of the 

school’s activities include other schools and various cultural establishments in the city which makes 

the Austrian school a well-known institution in Shkodra. The school has now the reputation that 

performance counts rather than bribery, and graduation from this school is evidence of high 

professional and personal achievement. Students learn to rely on their acquired qualification and 

thus are well prepared for a future in European society whether they stay in their home country or 

move away.  

Organised visits to Vienna are part of the regular school activities so that almost every student has 

seen Austria’s capital once in his or her school career. That way, relations to Austria are 

strengthened at an early stage of their lives and it makes them proud to be part of the Austrian 

educational system.  

Austrian teachers living in Shkodra and regular visitors from Austria bring together Austrians and 

Albanians in a very unique way. Through these active efforts Austria has gained a very high 

reputation among Shkodrans. 

Another important aspect of civic education is the fact that 30% of the students up to the 

graduating classes are women. Discrimination against women is still very common in Albania and it 

is still much more difficult for female students to find technical work during their summer vacations 

which is required by the HTL curriculum. As graduates from such a reputable technical school they 

can act as role models for other girls that an education in technology is meant for women just as 

well as for men. History has shown, though, that it will probably take more than one generation to 

change that attitude in a traditional society. 

Although corruption is still a tremendous problem that is on everybody’s mind and is one of the 

main reasons for young professionals to leave their country, graduates of the Austrian school 

contribute to the transformation of that Albanian mentality. Even if many of the graduates will live 

and work in Austria or other European countries and thus are part of an undesirable brain drain, 

they still have an enormous impact on the attitude of people in general and the socio-economic 

development of the northern provinces around Shkodra.  

Over the years this school has become a major social factor in northern Albania and an 

establishment to be proud of in economically underdeveloped Shkodra. 

4.  CO N C L U S I O N S  

To summarise the achievements of the Austrian HTL in Shkodra and the effects on Albanian society 

the following conclusions can be made: 

 Young Albanians living in a country that was isolated for so long and is still one of the poorest 

countries in Europe have a strong yearning to leave the country and look for a better life 

elsewhere in Europe. With a high qualification in IT and a good knowledge of German and 

English, they are well prepared to fulfill their dreams. Since only the best are really capable of 
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reaching this goal, they certainly contribute to a brain drain from still underdeveloped Albania 

into the EU. 

 Nevertheless, there is still a significant number of graduates staying in their country and with 

their qualification in IT contributing to the economic and technological development of Albania 

although perhaps slower than originally expected. 

 Their excellent knowledge of German and English which can usually not be achieved in an 

Albanian state school, allows these young people - whether they stay at home or go abroad - 

to link themselves to the wider European society and take part in European integration.  

 Civic education is a foremost principle of education in this school and helps to transform 

attitudes and values in Albanian society as a whole. The Austrian school is evidence that 

education is a major contributor in the fight against corruption but many more such efforts are 

needed to win this fight. 

 Although a school that puts out 25 – 30 graduates each year is only a small contributor to that 

goal, it is nevertheless an important factor for future development and in particular for 

Austrian-Albanian relations. Austria has gained a very good reputation in Albania in general 

and will be a major player in Albania’s efforts to join the European Union. 
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